
 

A Wise & Beautiful Woman A Wise & Beautiful Woman (Unsung Heroes #4)
er name is mentioned only 14 times in the King James translation of the Old Testament. However, every
time you read about Abigail, you see a woman who would surely qualify as one of the "unsung heroes" of

the Bible. She not only was externally ravishing, she was beautiful inside too! Samuel described her as a
woman with an understanding heart. We are first introduced to her in 1 Samuel chapter 25, when the Bible
relates a poignant narrative about her and her first husband, Nabal. He was a descendant of Caleb, of the tribe
of Judah (one of the two famous and faithful spies), and a contemporary of king David, during the seven and
one-half years when the capital of David's kingdom was located at Hebron (1 Chron. 3:1-4). 
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The Scriptures begin the history of Nabal and his wife Abigail with the following short, but detail-
packed introduction, "And there was a man in Maon, whose possessions were in Carmel; and the man
was very great, and he had three thousand sheep, and a thousand goats: and he was shearing his sheep
in Carmel. Now the name of the man  was Nabal; and the name of his wife Abigail: and  she was a
woman of good understanding, and of a beautiful countenance: but the man was churlish and evil in his
doings; and he was of the house of Caleb" (1 Sam. 25:2-3). If you're not familiar with "the rest of the
story," you might want to check out all that is said about wise and beautiful Abigail in the balance of
first Samuel twenty-five, or in several more obscure Old Testament references where she is mentioned
(1 Sam. 27:3, 30:5, 18;  2 Sam. 2:2, 3:3;  & 1 Chron. 3:1).  

To anyone but a blind man, it is quite obvious God fashioned womankind in such a way as to be attractive
to the male of the human species. That said, physical beauty can only take a woman so far in a Patriarchal
society. Many a catch phrase has been invented to summarize this truth, but my personal favorite is: "beauty
is only skin-deep, but ugly goes all the way to the bone." Later, in the era of the "Divided Kingdom/s," this
truth is displayed for us in "living color" by a wicked woman by the name of Jezebel, who is mentioned 22
times in first and second Kings. She was likely the most wicked woman to ever live.

ack now for a closing spiritual lesson about our unsung hero, Abigail. It seems to me as we read about
this  interesting  woman,  maybe  she  was  the  model  for  "king  Lemuel's"  thoughts  concerning  the

"Virtuous  (or  Worthy)  Woman"  (Proverbs  31).  Consider  what  he said,  "Many daughters  have  done
virtuously, but thou excellest them all.  Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain: but a woman that feareth
the LORD, she shall be praised" (Prov. 31:29-30). Ladies, if you want to be a spiritual hero in your time
(unsung or otherwise), mull over Abigail in juxtaposition to Jezebel, as you stare at "the woman in the
mirror," while putting on your makeup every morning (consider also 1 Peter 3:1-6).
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